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the future
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Our EDPR proposal
 Our customers have told us they do not want to be constrained in their
ability to export into the grid. However, just as importantly, our
customers should not be expected to write a ‘blank cheque’ to guarantee
export regardless of the cost to upgrade the network.
 AusNet Services has, therefore, designed our DER program to ensure
that we prudently and efficiently maximise the ability of our customers
to connect and export electricity.
 The key elements of our EDPR proposal are:
1. Optimise the network using existing technologies.
2. Strategically deploy intelligent technology to improve the networks ability to handle
additional DER.
3. Augment the network in an economically efficient manner to enable additional DER.
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Government Policies which are
accelerating DER uptake
 Our network has been experiencing strong growth in Solar Connections.
 This has been driven by changing customer preferences, falling cost of solar and the existing
Small Scale RET scheme (which ends in 2030).

 This is being accelerated by other recent announcements, particularly the Victorian State Solar
Homes Program Design
› Solar PV rebate for 650,000 homes
› Solar PV rebate for 50,000 rental properties
› Solar hot water rebate for 60,000 homes
› Battery rebate for 10,000 homes
 EV policy
› Victorian state government is working on their EV strategy which is slated to include upgrades to
charging infrastructure and incentives to increase uptake of EV
› At a federal level, ALP have announced that, as part of their Climate Change Action Plan, if elected,
they would set a national target to have 50% of new car sales electric by 2030. There is also an ALP
commitment to $200m infrastructure plan

Forecast of DER uptake
We expect a major increase in solar PV customers
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Annual actual and forecast solar PV installations
An unprecedented growth in solar PV connections
• AusNet Services are currently receiving 135 connection applications per day
to connect Solar PV to our network
• We estimate that we will receive 27,000 applications over 2019; this is
>100% increase on the 12,000 applications received in 2018.
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Controlling our voltage levels is getting more
difficult.
As solar PV levels increases voltage will now rise not just fall

Voltage

Voltage limits of the Victorian Electricity Distribution Code

Traditional customer
demand profile
With solar

Demand

+

12am

12pm

6pm

Solar Exporting
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We can observe this in actual customer
experiences
A distribution transformer over four average (non peak) days

Voltage rising inline with the solar PV output as generation is
exported (Each coloured line represents a customer in the circuit).

Voltage limits to meet Victorian Distribution Code
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Customer impact of voltage rise
The effect of voltage on solar PV systems
 Customer voltages will rise due to generation not just fall due to load
 AS 4777.2 Grid connection of energy systems via inverters Part 2: Inverter
requirements mandates that an inverter must disconnect from the network if:
 The average AC voltage over any 10 minute period goes over 255V (default
set-point) where the set-point lies in the range 244V – 258V
 The voltage at any time goes over 260V
 Prevents customers from using and exporting the generated energy.
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What does this mean for our customers?
 Approximately 1.3% of total connected solar customers are export limited
 However, over the past two months, for new connections:
› 19% of all connection applications have had some limit applied (includes the next
point)
› 5.9% of all connection applications have an export limit of zero applied (include in
19% above)
› 1.3% of connections requests cannot have solar connected at their premises (even
with an export limit, because there is no hosting capacity availiable).
Approved
4637
94.7%

For tech assessment
199
4.0%

Not export limited
Full export (i.e. Export limited to
got what
business rules (i.e. 5kW,
wanted)
10kW or 15kW export)
3655
316
74.6%
6.5%
81.1%

No capacity
60
1.3%

Total
4896
100%

Export limited
Export limited system
Export
(i.e. export is less than
limited to
inverter size)
zero
638
287
13%
5.9%
18.9%

Total

4896
100%
100%

The number of capacity and export limits is a rapidly increasing issue for AusNet Services
and our customers
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The network cannot host solar PV uniformly
The further away a customer is from a Zone Substation, the lower their
Commercial and Industrial Customers
hosting capacity.
•

Are mostly connected to the HV network and
located near the ZSS.

•

C&I customers also often consume a larger
portion of their electricity production.

•

Lower likelihood of experiencing voltage
compliance issues.

Rural feeders
Suburban Customers
• Uptake of Solar PV is rapidly
consuming the capacity in
urban areas.

•

Are usually long and more likely to
experience voltage issues.

•

SWER lines are particularly limited in the
amount of DER they can host. It is not
generally economic to remove constraints
on SWER lines.
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Addressing impacts through optimisation
The need to evolve our voltage control schemes

Simple optimisations can solve a lot of
issues
 Changing ZSS and line regulator VRR settings or transformer tap
settings allow us to fix many voltage issues and has been a key
element of our approach to date.
 We will continue to use these approaches when appropriate.
However, we are reaching the limit of tap changes as a viable
solution.
 We are looking to mandate new inverter technologies (Volt-VAr and
Volt-Watt), which will also assist in managing voltage.
 These simple optimisations are low cost opex activities and will
continue to be met from our opex allowance. The base, step and
trend forecasting approach will be used for forecasting our total
opex.
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Traditionally network voltages are biased
to the upper end of allowable limits..
The Australian long term power quality survey demonstrates this at a national
level.
• This has been because voltage only ever reduced as power was supplied.
Therefore engineers primary concern was low voltages.

Figure: National steady state voltage levels [1]
[1] S. T. Elphick, V. W. Smith, V. J. Gosbell & R. A. Barr, "The Australian long term power quality survey project
update," in 14th International Conference on Harmonics and Quality of Power, ICHQP 2010, 2010, pp. 1-7.
23 May 2019
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Optimising our voltage control will be crucial
to enable efficient DER uptake… and we are
well underway
Traditionally network voltages are biased to the upper end of allowable
limits. Voltage drop (rather than rise) was historically the voltage problem.
AMI meters give confidence to use lower voltage levels and improve hosting
capacity for DER
Increased capacity to host DER

Normalised customer count

Traditional High Voltage settings

DER positioned High Voltage settings

Voltage limits to meet Victorian Distribution Code

Volt-Var and Volt-Watt inverter capability
All Victorian distribution businesses are working to
mandate new inverter technologies
 Inverters will be required to have specified capabilities (known as Volt-Var and VoltWatt capability). This will allow AusNet Services to use soft limits programmed locally
at customer installed hardware to address voltage compliance issues for new
connections, alterations or additions once implemented. However, this approach only
goes so far to addressing voltage issue and does not help us increase our network
capacity
 Consistent with ENA and CEC recommendations (all NSPs have made a
commitment to align with the ENA DER Connection Policy guidelines by April 2020)
 Common settings across all Victorian NSPs to streamline change for installers and
installers
Customer with existing solar
Less tripping of inverter due to voltage rise
Customer with no solar
Grid voltage range maintained to Standard; less tripping of circuits in the house
due to voltage rise
Customer wanting a new solar connection
During voltage rise, there is a steady ramping down of inverter output as opposed
to a hard trip, which means that customers will enjoy greater leverage of their
own generated energy
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Network performance to-date

Observing long term trends – Improving customer voltage
levels

~20% improvement in high voltage compliance

2014

< 4 years + >

2018

AusNet Services has extensively used simple optimisations across the
network to improve compliance and increase DER hosting capacity
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Specific Questions
1. Are we taking right approach by using network optimisations to
improve the ability of our network to host DER?
2. Do you agree that we should do more?
3. Is there anything missing or unclear in what we have provided to help
you understand what we are doing and why?
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Addressing impacts through network
orchestration
The move to dynamic and future ready technologies to
enable bi-directional power flow

Smart Network Proposal
 What are we proposing $13.6 million to:
› To maximise the amount of DER able to be hosted by the network whilst
minimising expenditure on network augmentation, a smart network solution
is proposed to be developed and deployed that can dynamically manage
DER.
› The smart network solution would regularly issue a signal to customer’s
DER that would provide a unique operating range at any point in time.
› By providing unique signals to each customer DER device, or cohort of
devices, the operation of DER across the network can be optimised to allow
maximum exports.
› This approach also underpins equitable access for customers to the network
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Smart Network Proposal
We can host more DER if both customers and network can coordinate
using a smart solution
 In this example we look at voltage constraints. Network voltage can vary significantly during day and also
tends to become more variable the further a customer is from the main grid supply source . (This variation
is shown in the widening grey wedge below.)
 Hence, a DER system could export more at some times of day than others, and may also export more or less
than neighbouring systems before breaching network physical limits. This range is referred to as an
‘operating envelope’, and can be calculated based on network and customer information.
 If DER can ensure their maximum export is kept within the ‘envelope’ provided by network, then more and
larger DER could be allowed than otherwise today.
HV Grid
Source

V(t), I(t)

Upper Voltage Boundary (Vmax Compliance)

Voltage at connection points along the LV circuit

Lower Voltage Boundary (Vmin Compliance)
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Smart Network Proposal
The smart network solution would be presented to customers as a
connection offer
 The complexity of the DER operating envelope and signalling regime would be simplified down to form the
technical requirements of a connection offer that might sit within a range of options provided to customers.

Customer offers

Commercial incentives
Regulatory requirements
Technical requirements
Static management options
Dynamic management options

Customer comms
device

Customer-facing
control platform
Customer
DER platform

Network Optimisation
Platform
Network platform

Smart Network Proposal
Scope
 The smart network approach is based on our experience with our in-house innovation project called the DENOP
(Distributed Energy Network Optimisation Platform).
 The scope for deployment includes both software and hardware components.
 Software: Development/procurement of a network optimisation platform, data integrations, API development
 Hardware: Field deployment of network sensing devices at high voltage and low voltage levels
Weather data

Transformer
Sensors
(V, I)

Customer DER
platform

NEM Data

SCADA

Network
optimisation platform

(Historian)

AMI

API*

(PQ Data)
Network
Sensors
(V, I)

SCOPE

*Application Programming Interface made available for third parties to develop smart market offerings for
customers. Third parties including Customer DERMS, Aggregators, or DER Vendor Cloud solutions
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Proposal to deploy intelligent technology
Program Cost 2021-25

Costs

$ (m) 2018

Additional Network Sensors

4.0

Enabling IT systems

9.6

Sub Total

13.6

DENOP deployments (cost included in the $38m network expenditure)

5.6

Total

19.2

Gross Benefits
DENOP – Additional generation enabled

$m benefit (45
year)

$m benefit
(5 year)

29.6

7.2

Avoided Network Augmentation

11.6

Total

18.8

 The avoided network augmentation relates to an alternative network solution to address customers where a DENOP
solution has been identified as the optimal solution. Our economic model indicates that only $5.6m would be
justified in the absence of a DENOP solution, but this would leave a further 127 sites with constrains unaddressed.
 An additional benefit is the ability to continue pursuing additional DENOP deployments in future regulatory periods.
And so the benefits should continue to increase in the future.

Specific Questions
1. Do you think customers will support us addressing network issues through
orchestration?
2. Are we doing enough as an industry – can there be more opportunities for
collaboration?
3. How can we best communicate with customers what we are doing and what it
means? In particular for those that may still be constrained to export – as you
are not proposing 100% unconstrained exports.
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Augmentation
Efficient Network investment to enable our customers to
connect additional DER

An economically efficient method that
benefits all customers
 We propose $38 million ($2018) over 202-25, which we consider represents
prudent and efficient network augmentation to address network constraints. This
proposal has been developed based on an assessment of the level of
augmentation that delivers net benefits to our customers. To develop this proposal
we:
› Used data analytics to identify exiting and future network constraints.
› Valued the DER export (using the feed in tariffs) that will be curtailed as a result
of these constraints.
› Are proposing to remove any constraints where the benefit (additional
generation) outweighs the cost of the network solution.
 We do not consider it is economically justifiable to augment the network to
guarantee all customers can export at all times. We have assessed that this option
would cost approximately $626 million, in 2021-25 and does not deliver value to
our customers

Program options
 Program 1: Do nothing different
 Program 2: Address only the existing voltage non-compliance
 Program 3: Address existing and estimated future voltage noncompliance
 Program 4: Aiming for zero constraints

700.

Proposed
Program

600.

Augex ($ M)

500.
400.
300.
200.
100.
.
Do Nothing

Addressing existing
Addressing existing
voltage nonand future voltage noncompliance
compliance
HV

LV

Tapping

Zero constraints
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Overview of economic assessment approach
 We identified the network and non-network solution options, their costs and expected
improvement rates for each voltage issue
 We summed up the unserved generation of the constrained substations to the
equipment that has been identified as causing voltage issues.
 We multiplied the unserved generation with the corresponding improvement factor to
calculate the benefits of augmentation. This is the estimated enabled export of
previously unserved generation.
 Using a NPV assessment we chose the highest NPV option. A potential solution is
justified when the enabled export exceeds the cost of augmentations.
 We chose the justified NPV option within the 2021-25 period with the largest net
benefit as the preferred solution.
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Program option 1 – Do nothing different
 Voltage non-compliance would only be managed as a reactive measure as
part of voltage complaint investigations.
 This is a zero investment cost option.
 Results in:
 Approx. 235,000 customers (~29%) with non-compliant voltages by
2025
 Approx. 95,000 customers (~44%) with solar installations with noncompliant voltages by 2025

 Approx. 1380 GWh of unserved generation over 2021 – 2025 valued
at $166 M
 The present value of unserved generation over the 45-year (2018 – 2063)
period is approx. $663 M.
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Program option 2 – Addressing existing
voltage non-compliance
 80% (~3400 substations) of existing non-compliant distribution substations
addressed.
 62% of export enabled.
 There are currently 58,000 non-compliant customers.

 Over the next regulatory period, the program will:
 address 89% (~52,000) of non-compliant customers per year
 address 95% (~15,000) of non-compliant solar customers per year
 enable export of ~183 GWh of previously unserved generation
valued at $22 M
 The total cost of the program is $18.9 M resulting in $23 per customer
(based on estimated 2025 customer numbers).
 The present value of net benefit over the 45-year (2018 – 2063) period is
approx. $53 M.
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Program option 3 – Addressing existing and
future voltage non-compliance
This is the proposed program for the 2021-25 regulatory
period
 83% (~10,400 substations) of existing and future non-compliant distribution
substations addressed.
 70% of export enabled.
 Over the next regulatory period, the program will:
 address 96% (~178,000 customers) of non-compliant customers per
year
 address 98% (~70,000 customers) of non-compliant solar customers
per year
 export of approx. 969 GWh of previously unserved generation valued at
$116 M
 The total value of the program is $38.1 million resulting in $47 per customer
(based on estimated 2025 customer numbers).
 The present value of net benefit over the 45-year (2018 – 2063) period is
approx. $453 M.
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Program option 4 – Aiming for zero
constraints
 100% (~12,400 substations) of existing and future non-compliant distribution
substations addressed.
 Aims for zero constraints.
 This program is not based on an economic assessment.
 Multiple solutions to remove constraints.
 Over the next regulatory period, the program will aim to:
 address 100% (~185,000 customers) of non-compliant customers per
year
 address 100% (~71,000 customers) of non-compliant solar customers
per year

 The total value of the program is $626 M resulting in $767 per customer
(based on estimated 2025 customer numbers).
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Comparing the programs
Programoptions
2
Program
3
Comparison of Program
benefits 1of program
2 and 3
Cost ($ M)

-

Cost per customer ($)

Program 4

18.9

38.1

626.1

23

47

767

NPV Benefit ($ M)

-

53

453

-

No of customers voltage
performance improved per year
over 2021-25

-

52,000

178,000

185,000

No of solar customers voltage
performance improved per year
over 2021-25

-

15,000

70,000

71,000

Annual export enabled
over 2021-25 (GWh)

-

37

194

276

Annual remaining unserved
generation over 2021-25 (GWh)

-

22

82

0

% Export enabled

-

62%

70%

100%
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Specific questions we are seeking customer
views on
 Do you understand and/or support our principle to remove constraints from
exporting when it is economically efficient to do so?
 Do you agree with how we have defined economically efficient? i.e is the
feed in tariff the appropriate measure?
 Do you think customers will also think agree with this?
 What additional research or input is needed to support a decision on the
appropriate trade offs?

 How can we best communicate with customers what we are doing and what it
means? In particular for those that may still be constrained to export – as you
are not proposing 100% unconstrained exports.
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